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An internationally recognized clairvoyant empath introduces the concept of "vibrational beings" to explain how a person's thoughts, emotions,
and natural frequencies affect the self and one's surrounding world, in a guide that reveals how to calm the mind in order to achieve a natural
and more peaceful state of existence. 35,000 first printing.
Complemented by more than one thousand full-color illustrations and photographs, a detailed survey of creation stories and myths from around
the world ranges from ancient Egyptian dieties to the myths of the pre-Columbian cultures of the Americas and other cultures, accompanied by
timelines, informational sidebars, and more. 35,000 first printing.
Let the experts at the Royal Botanic Gardens guide you around the beautiful and mysterious world that is the plant kingdom. From regulating
the air we breathe to providing food, clothes, fuels, and medicines - plants are fundamental to our lives. Discover an extraordinary diversity of
species, which includes a grass that grows a meter a day, roots that breathe air, and "queen of the night" cactuses whose rare blooms vanish
before dawn. In a combination of art and science, Flora celebrates plants from majestic trees to microscopic algae, explaining how they
germinate, grow, and reproduce. It presents species that have evolved to accommodate pollinating insects such as the foxglove, and plants that
have adapted to flourish in even the most hostile of habitats. Pierre-Joseph Redoute in the 18th-century was described as the "Raphael of
flowers". Flora showcases his botanical paintings as well as those of Georg Ehret and others in this gorgeous visual celebration of plants
through the ages. Whether you are a keen gardener, naturalist, or botany student, this beautiful book is a treat that will entice, inform, and
amaze.
When Doreen Virtue visited Santorini Island in Greece recently, she was contacted by a powerful group of angels calling themselves the
"angels of Atlantis." Doreen was then taken on an amazing spiritual adventure, where she uncovered the ancient secrets of the healing temples
of the lost civilizations of Atlantis. Doreen found that her previous healing work with the angels, as well as the thousands of case studies of
angelic healing that she’d amassed over the years, dovetailed perfectly with the messages from the angels of Atlantis. Part spiritual adventure
story and part reference book, Angel Medicine is a three-part work that relates the exciting story of Doreen’s recovery of memories of
Atlantean healing methods along with messages from the Egyptian and Greek prophet and deity Hermes and the angels. The second and third
parts of the book reveal the scientific studies, case studies, methods, and charts supporting the importance of love and light in healing. Whether
you want to heal yourself or someone else, you’re sure to gain additional faith and understanding from reading Angel Medicine.
Advanced MerKaBa Teachings, Sacred Geometry, and the Opening of the Heart
A Path to Enlightenment
The Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life, Volume 1
Flora
The Movement of the Earth's Kundalini and the Rise of the Female Light
The Evolution of Religion in Ancient Egypt

Every 13,000 years on Earth a sacred and secret event takes place that changes everything. Mother Earth's
Kundalini energy emerges from its resting place in the planet's core and moves like a snake across the surface
of our world. Once at home in ancient Lemuria, it moved to Atlantis, then to the Himalayan mountains of India
and Tibet, and with every relocation changed our idea of what spiritual means. And gender. And heart. This
time, with much difficulty, the Serpent of Light has moved to the Andes Mountains of Chile and Peru. Multidimensional, multi-disciplined, and multi-lived, for the first time in this book, Drunvalo begins to tell his stories
of 35 years spent in service to Mother Earth. Follow him around the world as he follows the guidance of
Ascended Masters, his two spheres of light, and his own inner growing knowledge. His story is a living string of
ceremonies to help heal hearts, align energies, right ancient imbalances, and balance the living Earth's Unity
Consciousness Grid-- in short to increase our awareness of the indivisibility of life in the universe. We are
all--rocks and people and interdimensional beings--one!
Here, Drunvalo Melchizedek presents in text and graphics the first half of the Flower of Life workshop,
illuminating the mysteries of how we came to be, why the world is the way it is and the subtle energies that
allow our awareness to blossom into its true beauty. Sacred Geometry is the form beneath our being and points
to a divine order in our reality.We can follow that order from the invisible atom to the infinite stars, finding
ourselves at each step. The information here is one path, but between the lines and drawings lie the feminine
gems of intuitive understanding. You may see them sparkle around some of these provocative ideas: Explore
the miracle of our existence by meandering through the wonderland of geometry, science, ancient history and
new discovery, seen through the widened vision of Drunvalo and the Flower of Life.
Fear is the source of all of the negative agreements we've made with life. It can alienate us from the joy that is
our birthright. When we are able to look at our lives without fear or judgments, we realize that reality can be
whatever we want it to be. Beyond Fear leads seekers of the Toltec way of freedom and joy on their spiritual
journey into a state of empowerment. More expansive and in-depth than The Four Agreements, Beyond Fear
contains information on life after death, prophecies about the evolution of humanity, and exercises and
ceremonies to walk readers through the process of shedding fear and becoming spiritually and emotionally
alive.
What is the ancient secret of Chinese sages? How does it affect our relationship with the living environment? Is
there a simple way to maintain the delicate harmony between humankind and the natural world? Feng shuiwhich means literally "wind water"-provides practical guidance to leading a more balanced life. Packed with old
prints and geomantic principles, this small book presents the essential techniques and profound truths of feng
shui with rare simplicity and beauty.
Frequency
Beyond 2012
Warren Buffett's 26 Secrets to Success in the Business of Life
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Unabomber
The Mayan Ouroboros
Sacred Geometry for Artists, Dreamers, and Philosophers
Part travel adventure, part spiritual instruction - a first-hand account of the movement of the Earth's
Kundalini and the rise of the Female Light, 1948 to 2013.
Every 13,000 years on Earth a sacred and secret event takes place that changes everything. Mother
Earth's Kundalini energy emerges from its resting place in the planet's core and moves like a snake across
the surface of our world. Once at home in ancient Lemuria, it moved to Atlantis, then to the Himalayan
mountains of India and Tibet, and with every relocation changed our idea of what spiritual means. And
gender. And heart. This time, with much difficulty, the "Serpent of Light" has moved to the Andes
Mountains of Chile and Peru. Multi-dimensional, multi-disciplined and multi-lived, for the first time in this
book, Drunvalo begins to tell his stories of 35 years spent in service to Mother Earth. Follow him around
the world as he follows the guidance of Ascended Masters, his two spheres of light, and his own inner
growing knowledge. His story is a living string of ceremonies to help heal hearts, align energies, right
ancient imbalances, and balance the living Earth's Unity Consciousness Grid-in short to increase our
awareness of the indivisibility of life in the universe. We are all-rocks and people and interdimensional
beings-one!" Life may seem to be business as usual, but it is not. We are changing fast ...Remember this
for life is going to present stranger things to you in your lifetime, and they all have meaning and purpose
...Only Mother Earth and ancient Maya know what's going to happen." - from Serpent of Light.
A fascinating synthesis of ancient wisdom, modern medicine, scientific research, and personal
experiences that proves that the human heart, not the brain, holds the secrets that link body, mind, and
spirit. You know that the heart loves and feels, but did you know that the heart also thinks, remembers,
communicates with other hearts, helps regulate immunity, and contains stored information that
continually pulses through your body? In The Heart's Code, Dr. Paul Pearsall explains the theory and
science behind energy cardiology, the emerging field that is uncovering one of the most significant
medical, social, and spiritual discoveries of our time: The heart is more than just a pump; it conducts the
cellular symphony that is the very essence of our being. Full of amazing anecdotes and data, The Heart's
Code presents the latest research on cellular memory and the power of the heart's energy and explores
what these breakthroughs mean about how we should live our lives. By unlocking the heart's code we can
discover new ways of understanding human healing and consciousness and create a new model for living
that leads to better health, happiness, and self-knowledge.
Long ago we humans used a form of communication and sensing that did not involve the brain in any way;
rather, it came from a sacred place within our hearts. What good would it do to find this place again? This
is a book of remembering. You have always had this place within your heart, and it is still there now. It
existed before creation, and it will exist even after the last star shines its brilliant light. At night when you
enter your dreams, you leave your mind and enter the sacred space of your heart. But do you remember?
Or do you only remember the dream? Why am I telling you about this "something" that is fading from our
memories? What good would it do to find this place again in a world where the greatest religion is science
and the logic of the mind? Don't I know where emotions and feelings are second-class citizens? Yes, I do.
But my teachers have asked me to remind you who you really are. You are more than just a human being,
much more. For within your heart is a place, a sacred place, where the world can literally be remade
through conscious cocreation. If you really want peace of spirit and if you want to return home, I invite
you into the beauty of your own heart. With your permission, I will show you what has been shown to me.
I will give you the exact instructions to the pathway into your heart where you and God are intimately one.
It is your choice. But I must warn you: Within this experience resides great responsibility. Life knows when
a spirit is born to the higher worlds, and life will use you as all the great masters who have ever lived have
been used. If you read this book and do the meditation and then expect nothing to change in your life, you
may get caught spiritually napping. Once you have entered the light of the great darkness, your life will
change -- eventually, you will remember who you really are.
Daily Life in an Ancient Roman City
Forgotten Genesis
The End of Days
Inside the Secret World of Plants
Tapping the Wisdom and Power of Our Heart Energy
The Melchizedek Teachings
De auteur beschrijft openhartig zijn eigen leven en werk, met beschrijving van eeuwenoude en
moderne technieken op de geometrie betrekking hebbend, als doel mensen een beter spiritueel leven
te laten leiden.
Every 13,000 years on Earth a sacred and secret event takes place that changes everything. Mother
Earth's Kundalini energy emerges from its resting place in the planet's core and moves like a snake
across the surface of our world. Once at home in ancient Lemuria, it moved to Atlantis, then to the
Himalayan mountains of India and Tibet, and with every relocation changed our idea of what spiritual
means. And gender. And heart. This time, with much difficulty, the Serpent of Light has moved to the
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Andes Mountains of Chile and Peru. Multi-dimensional, multi-disciplined, and multi-lived, for the first
time in this book, Drunvalo begins to tell his stories of 35 years spent in service to Mother Earth.
Follow him around the world as he follows the guidance of Ascended Masters, his two spheres of light,
and his own inner growing knowledge. His story is a living string of ceremonies to help heal hearts,
align energies, right ancient imbalances, and balance the living Earth's Unity Consciousness Grid - in
short to increase our awareness of the indivisibility of life in the universe. We are all - rocks and
people and interdimensional beings - one! Part travel adventure, part spiritual instruction - a
firsthand account of a once in 13,000 years process. Drunvalo Melchizedek has a story to tell - an
adventure story, a story of healing ceremonies that take place from the Yucatan to Kauai and Moorea
to the Grand Canyon and New Zealand and to Peru. See what can happen when we choose to open our
hearts and follow the path of light.
There have been many interpretations and predictions about the year 2012, known as the Mayan End
Time—touted in everything from books to television commercials. But what do the Mayans themselves
have to say about these prophecies? In The Mayan Ouroboros, the much-anticipated follow-up to his
bestselling Serpent of Light, spiritual researcher Drunvalo Melchizdek reveals for the first time what
Mayan elders have told him about this period. In this book he explains how to prepare for this
transition to a new 13,000-year cycle by learning how to move out of our brain and into our hearts. He
shares the Mayan insight of the importance of our heart connection to our survival and ability to
thrive during these times. Plus The Mayan Ouroboros reveals: The untold positive side of the Mayan
propheciesThe Mayan End Time--a seven-year period of transition which began in 2007The magnetic
pole shift that is currently affecting humans around the worldThe new ways in which humans will
begin to perceive and communicate in the world.The discovery of thousands of ancient Mayan codexes
that are currently being decoded by the Mayans
I will lead you on a journey that will delve into the history of the Emerald Tablets and the secret
mysteries contained within these cryptic artifacts. As we begin, it is important for you to know that
The Emerald Tablets were written by an ancient being known as Thoth the Atlantean. To date, there
have been two manifestations of the Emerald Tablets. First, thousands of years ago Thoth created
multiple tablets of text and then concealed the location of these ancient tablets. Second, Thoth chose
to incarnate as Hermes the Thrice Great.
The Higher Self and the Ascension Process
The Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life: Remembering our ancient past
From Light Into Darkness
Pompeii
Secrets of Chinese Geomancy
The Secret Life of Scent

The Melchizedek teachings are undoubtedly the first on every inhabited world as they are considered to
be the basis of any civilization. This first book of The Melchizedek Teachings series clarifies a subject
that is very important in our times: the higher self and the ascension process.
The Spiritual, Occult and Historical significance of the "Emerald Tablets" is almost beyond belief of
modern man. Written around 36,000 B.C. by Thoth, an Atlantean priest-king, this manuscript dates far
back beyond reach of any Egyptian writings ever found. The author, Thoth, a Master-Teacher of the early
Egyptians, put this treatise to writing in his native Atlantean language and Dr. Doreal, by use of his
expertise as an Occultist and Master of time and space, was given the directive to retrieve these Tablets
and translate them into English for the edification of modern man. The powerful and rhythmic verse of
Thoth is wonderfully retained in Doreal's translation. Contained within the pages of Thoth's masterpiece
of Spiritual and Occult Wisdom is the synthesis of the Ancient Wisdom Teachings, the guideline for
initiates of all ages, revealing the Knowledge and Wisdom hitherto held secret, but now in this New Age,
revealed to all Seekers on the Path of Light. Dr. M. Doreal, Ms.D., Psy.D., is the Spiritual; Teacher of a
multitude of Seekers of Light, having founded a Metaphysical Church and College - The Brotherhood of
the White Temple, Inc. He is the author of all of the Organization's writings and teachings, having been
given permission for the Esoteric Wisdom to be remitted in a public forum by the Great White Lodge, the
Elder Brothers of mankind who shape and form the Spiritual evolution of earth's inhabitants. The
Brotherhood of the White Temple, Inc. is a correspondence school, accredited through the State of
Colorado, and mails out to its world-wide membership weekly Lessons of Truth. Its four and one-half year
College Course unveils the secrets of the Symbolism of all Mystery Schools, giving precisely and
beautifully, the step by step progression all Seekers have searched for in their quest for Oneness with
God, and for attainment of Cosmic Consciousness. "Read, Believe or not, but read, and the vibration
found therein will awaken a response in your soul.' - Doreal
Radu Cinamar's sixth book is about his continued liaison with the Inner Earth civilization Apellos where
he views certain key aspects of the history of Mankind by viewing holographic projections which are
facilitated by a headset he wears featuring advanced technology that is able to interact with his cerebral
cortex and intuition. The result is a compelling tale of how multiple extraterrestrial civilization
influenced and steered the DNA of Mankind to evolve as well as the accompanying history which includes
a description of ancient civilizations such as Atlantis, the building of the pyramids, the Egyptian Sphinx,
Hyperborea and other interesting mysteries.
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Examines topics in the field of forensic psychology, including why people commit crimes, the ways that
psychologists and prisoners work together, and how to go about becoming a forensic psychologist.
The Heart's Code
Living in the Heart
Cosmic Rays and Radiations of Living Beings
Secrets of Harmonic Creation
The Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life
The Secret of Life
Building on the esoteric information first revealed in Land of Osiris, this exciting book presents more of Abd'El Hakim's
oral traditions, with radical new interpretations of how religion evolved in prehistoric and dynastic Khemit, or Egypt. *
Have popular modern religions developed out of practices in ancient Egypt? * Did religion in Egypt represent only a
shadow of the spiritual practices of prehistoric people? * Have the Western Mystery Schools such as the Rosicrucian
Order evolved from these ancient systems? * Author Mehler explores the teachings of the King Akhenaten and the real
Moses, the true identity of the Hyksos, and Akhenaten’s connections to The Exodus, Judaism and the Rosicrucian
Order. Here for the first time in the West, are the spiritual teachings of the ancient Khemitians, the foundation for the
coming new cycle of consciousness—The Awakening; more.
The sacred Flower of Life pattern, the primary geometric generator of all physical form, is explored in even more depth in
this volume, the second half of the famed Flower of Life workshop. The proportions of the human body, the nuances of
human consciousness, the sizes and distances of the stars, planets and moons, even the creations of humankind, are all
shown to reflect their origins in this beautiful and divine image. Through an intricate and detailed geometrical mapping,
Drunvalo Melchizedek shows how the seemingly simple design of the Flower of Life contains the genesis of our entire
third-dimensional existence. From the pyramids and mysteries of Egypt to the new race of Indigo children, Drunvalo
presents the sacred geometries of the Reality and the subtle energies that shape our world. We are led through a divinely
inspired labyrinth of science and stories, logic and coincidence, on a path of remembering where we come from and the
wonder and magic of who we are. Finally, for the first time in print, Drunvalo shares the instructions for the Mer-Ka-Ba
meditation, step-by-step techniques for the re-creation of the energy field of the evolved human, which is the key to
ascension and the next dimensional world.if done from love, this ancient process of breathing prana opens up for us a
world of tantalizing possibility in this dimension, from protective powers to the healing of oneself, of others and even of
the planet. Embrace the expanded vision and understanding that Drunvalo offers to the world. Coincidences abound,
miracles flourish and the amazing stories of mysteries unveiled arise as the author probes the Ancient Secrets of the
Flower of Life.
An illustrated guide to harmonics--the sacred geometry principles that underlie the natural world--and its practical
applications • Demonstrates how the vesica piscis is a matrix from which ideas and forms emanate, connecting cosmic
time cycles, measures of space, and musical tones • Provides harmonic analyses of ancient sculpture, architecture, the
solar system, the Earth-Moon relationship, and the structure of water and waves • Explains how to apply sacred
geometry to create building floor plans, pottery figures, gardens, and sacred ceremonial spaces We are in the midst of a
revival of an ancient way of looking at the world--an approach that enabled great civilizations of the past to bring forth
inventions of great beauty and power. This school of thought--harmonics--envisioned the natural world and the solar
system as an interlocking matrix of harmonious numbers, perfectly woven into the creative fabric of life and the
surrounding universe. Exploring the art and science of harmonics, John Oscar Lieben shows how to create harmonious
forms using the ancient tools of number, geometry, and musical tone--an approach that resonates with nature’s own
ways of creation. He demonstrates many practical applications that result from the study of harmonics, providing
analyses of ancient sculpture and architecture, as well as original examples of building floor plans, pottery figures based
on planetary proportions, gardens based on harmonic principles, and ceremonial spaces that honor cosmic harmonies
and sacred geometric relationships. Showing how harmonics can also be applied to the mysteries of time and space, the
author demonstrates how the vesica piscis and many other variations of the vesica shape reveal numerical
synchronicities and correspondences that connect cosmic time cycles, measures of space, and musical tones. The
author applies harmonics and the “vesica construction” matrix to illustrate many of nature’s wonders, including the EarthMoon relationship, the interactions of the Golden Number and the musical scale, and how the Flower of Life symbol
connects the universal field with the pattern of raindrops falling on a pond. Offering an approach to sacred geometry that
pairs the mystical with the practical, the cosmic with the earthly, the author reveals how the art and science of harmonics
should be required study for both the artist and the seeker of eternal truths as well as the scientist who seeks an entrance
into the sacred foundations of nature.
Priceless finance advice everyone can relate to from one of theworld's most respected businessmen and the most
successful investorof all time Of course you know who Warren Buffett is; he's the mostsuccessful investor in the
world—maybe of all times. But whatdo you know about his approach to business and investing? It's anapproach that, over
the past four decades, has made him richest manin America and the third-richest man in the world, and that hasearned
vast fortunes for his business partners and investors. Butas Buffett himself will tell you, at the heart of anywealth-building
system there are certain core beliefs, not justabout finance, but about business, work, morality, yourresponsibility to
yourself, your family and society, and aboutliving a decent life. Written in conjunction with the hittelevision series, "Secret
Millionaire Club" and with Buffett'sinput and full support, this book makes Buffett's financialphilosophy and homespun life
lessons available to everyone outsidehis "Secret Club." Warren Buffet's goal in spearheading this book was to
sharelessons about personal finance he has learned and that he hopeswill benefit you (and your kids) for a lifetime You'll
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learn the fundamentals of personal finance by readingWarren Buffett's war stories and personal reflections on money,life,
business, ethics and more All of the finance principles covered in the book werepersonally approved by Warren Buffett as
those which he himselffollows Unforgettable Buffett quotes include: "Price is what you pay.Value is what you get"; "Risk
comes from not knowing what you'redoing"; and "Profit from folly rather than participate in it."
Serpent of Light: Beyond 2012
The Power of Personal Vibration
A Guide to Field Identification
The Cosmic Cycles Come Full Circle
Fragrant
Angel Medicine
"Here, Drunvalo Melchizedek presents in text and graphics the first half of the Flower of Life Workshop,
illuminating the mysteries of how we came to be, why the world is the way it is and the subtle energies
that allow our awareness to blossom into its true beauty." --COVER.
Why is it that our current twenty-first century A.D. is so similar to the twenty-first century B.C.? Is
history destined to repeat itself?Will biblical prophecies come true, and if so, when? It has been more
than three decades since Zecharia Sitchin's trailblazing book The 12th Planet brought to life the
Sumerian civilization and its record of the Anunnaki—the extraterrestrials who fashioned man and gave
mankind civilization and religion. In this new volume, Sitchin shows that the End is anchored in the
events of the Beginning, and once you learn of this Beginning, it is possible to foretell the Future. In The
End of Days, a masterwork that required thirty years of additional research, Sitchin presents compelling
new evidence that the Past is the Future—that mankind and its planet Earth are subject to a
predetermined cyclical Celestial Time. In an age when religious fanaticism and a clash of civilizations
raise the specter of a nuclear Armageddon, Zecharia Sitchin shatters perceptions and uses history to
reveal what is to come at The End of Days.
Heart Imagery - A Path to Enlightenment is a continuation of the book This Now is Eternity, revealing
exercises and meditations related to the most ancient spiritual system: Heart Imagery. It is a treasure
full of advice, meditations and exercises that come directly from two of the last Great Masters of Heart
Imagery. These Masters lived in the Tibetan area, but that isnt relevant. Like other Great Masters of
Imagery (Anastasia from Russia, Colette Aboulker-Muscat from Jerusalem and Ana Pricop from Romania),
the location and the time during which they lived was of no consequence. They were able to change
anything: the past, the present and the future. They could reverse any action or thought. This is beyond
our understanding. Remember that everything around you is a dream and that you can awaken at any
moment if you really wish to. Daniel Mitel For more information, visit: www.danielmitel.com &
www.heartimagery.org
The sacred Flower of Life pattern, the primary geometric generator of all physical form, is explored in
even more depth in this volume, the second half of the famed Flower of Life workshop. The proportions
of the human body, the nuances of human consciousness, the sizes and distances of the stars, planets
and moons, even the creations of humankind, are all shown to reflect their origins in this beautiful and
divine image. Through an intricate and detailed geometrical mapping, Drunvalo Melchizedek shows how
the seemingly simple design of the Flower of Life contains the genesis of our entire third-dimensional
existence. From the pyramids and mysteries of Egypt to the new race of Indigo children, Drunvalo
presents the sacred geometries of the reality and the subtle energies that shape our world. We are led
through a divinely inspired labyrinth of science, stories, logic, and coincidence on a path of
remembering where we come from and the wonder and magic of who we are. Finally, for the first time in
print, Drunvalo shares the instructions for the Mer-Ka-Ba meditation--step-by-step techniques for the recreation of the energy field of the evolved human--which is the key to ascension and the next
dimensional world. if done from love, this ancient process of breathing prana opens up for us a world of
tantalizing possibility in this dimension, from protective powers to the healing of oneself, of others, and
even of the planet. You may discover a memory or a fleeting reflection of yourself in the following
topics: - The Unfolding of the Third Informational System: the circles and squares of human
consciousness, Leonardo da Vinci's true understanding of the Flower of Life, and exploring the rooms of
the great pyramid - Whispers From Our Ancient Heritage: the initiations of Egypt, the mysteries of
resurrection, interdimensional conception, ancient mystery schools, Egyptian tantra, and sexual energy
and the orgasm - Unveiling the Mer-Ka-Ba Meditation: chakras and the human energy system, energy
fields around the body, the seventeen breaths of the Mer-Ka-Ba meditation, and the sacred geometry of
the human lightbody.
Serpent of Light: The Movement of the Earth's Kundalini and the Rise of the Female Light, 1949 to 2013
The Ancient Secret of The Flower of Life : Vol.2
An Edited Transcript of the Flower of Life Workshop Presented Live to Mother Earth
A Toltec Guide to Freedom and Joy : the Teachings of Miguel Angel Ruiz, M.D.
An Edited Transcript of the Flower of Life Workshop Presented Live to Mother Earth from 1985 to 1994.
vol. 2
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Winner of the 2016 Perfumed Plume Award The “Alice Waters of American natural perfume” (indieperfume.com) and
author of the Art of Flavor celebrates our most potent sense, through five rock stars of the fragrant world Mandy Aftel is
widely acclaimed as a trailblazer in natural perfumery. Over two decades of sourcing the finest aromatic ingredients from all
over the world and creating artisanal fragrances, she has been an evangelist for the transformative power of scent. In
Fragrant, through five major players in the epic of aroma, she explores the profound connection between our sense of smell
and the appetites that move us, give us pleasure, make us fully alive. Cinnamon, queen of the Spice Route, touches our hunger
for the unknown, the exotic, the luxurious. Mint, homegrown the world over, speaks to our affinity for the familiar, the
native, the authentic. Frankincense, an ancient incense ingredient, taps into our longing for transcendence, while ambergris
embodies our unquenchable curiosity. And exquisite jasmine exemplifies our yearning for beauty, both evanescent and
enduring. In addition to providing a riveting initiation into the history, natural history, and philosophy of scent, Fragrant
imparts the essentials of scent literacy and includes recipes for easy-to-make fragrances and edible, drinkable, and useful
concoctions that reveal the imaginative possibilities of creating with—and reveling in—aroma. Vintage line drawings make for a
volume that will be a treasured gift as well as a great read.
More confiding than Faraday, Lakhovsky has told me the gist of his ideas on radiations and their effects on living beings. He
thought, and rightly, that his ideas could not shock an experimenter who, for the past thirty-five years, had studied the effects
of the full range of Hertzian waves on animals and microbes. In scientific research it is advisable to encourage what appears
to be the most daring ideas. I have lived in the intimacy of two great men: Claude Bernard and Brown-Sequard, who revelled
in new ideas. And it did not pay them too badly! The phenomena of resonance have long been familiar to physiologists. We all
know the acoustic resonators of the organ of Corti, the optic resonators of the retina since the famous researches of
Helmholtz. And still more familiar to us, the biological resonators of Charles Henry. Lapicque, Latzareff and myself nave
invoked on several occasions the phenomena of cellular resonance in order to explain the action of nervous influences or other
physical agents in living beings. That space is full of forces which are unknown to us, and that living beings emit radiations or
effluvia of which we are not aware, but whose significance has attracted the attention of certain observers, are facts that I
have long since accepted. Anything is possible. But one must not accept anything except that which can be experimentally
proved. The ideas of an insane person differ from the conceptions of a genius mainly because experiment invalidates the
former and confirms the latter. Lakhovsky, encouraged by his own researches and the practical results he has obtained, is
particularly anxious that his theories should rouse interest and stimulate experimental work among independent
investigators. Lakhovsky’s theories constitute what Claude Bernard called “working hypotheses.” In the “Secret of Life”
Lakhovsky confines himself to the study of electromagnetic waves, deeply penetrating waves and unknown waves. There are
certainly many more processes of energy transmission besides those revealed to us by Newton and Fresnel. It is in the study of
human beings that the chances of discovering such processes are most promising. Therefore, let us experiment by using the
methods of physicists and chemists, and let us aim at discovering the special detector mentioned in the conclusion of this
work.
In twenty-four lectures on Pompeii, eminent classicist and Professor Steven L. Tuck resurrects the long-lost lives of
aristocrats, merchants, slaves, and other individuals from this imperial Roman city--made famous for its demise after the
eruption of Mount Vesuvius in A.D. 79. The result is an unprecedented view of life as it was lived in this ancient culture and
an opportunity to discover intriguing details that lay buried for centuries.
When the Unabomber suspect was arrested at a cabin outside Lincoln, Montana, in 1996 no one was more surprised than his
neighbor of 25 years, Chris Waits. Now Waits, whom ABC News described as the ''man who knew him best,'' has stepped
forward with his significant portrait of Kaczynski. He teamed with veteran Montana newsman Dave Shors to write a riveting
story about the secret years in Lincoln. Waits was the only person who could tell this story, which includes a compelling mix
of personal observations. Waits shares copies of Kaczynski documents and personal journals obtained from the FBI, most of
which have never been published before.
National Geographic Essential Visual History of World Mythology
The Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life, Volume 2
Feng Shui
Heart Imagery
Compendium of the Emerald Tablets
Rocks and Minerals
Once, all life in the universe knew the Flower of Life as the creation pattern - the geometrical design leading us into and out of physical
existence. Then from a very high state of consciousness we fell in darkness and forgot who we were. For thousands of years the secret was
held in ancient artifacts and carvings around the world, and encoded in the cells of all life. Here Drunvalo Melchizedek presents in text and
graphics the first half of the Flower of Life Workshop, illuninating the mysteries of how we came to be, why the world is the way it is and the
subtle energies that allow our awareness to blossom into its true beauty. Sacred Geometry is the form beneath our being and points to a
divine order in our reality. We can follow that order form the invisible atom to the infinite stars, finding ourselves at each step. The
information here is one path, but between the lines and drawings lie the feminine gems of intuitive understanding. Explore the miracle of
our existence by meandering through the wonderland of geometry, science, ancient history and new discovery, seen through the widened
vision of Drunvalo and the Flower of Life. Volume 2 will explore in great detail the Mer-Ka-Ba, the 55-foot-diameter energy field of the
human lightbody. This knowledge leads to ascension and the next dimensional world. About the Author Drunvalo Melchizedek's life
experience reads like an encyclopedia of breakthroughs in human endeavor. He studied physics and art at the University of California at
Berkeley, but he personally feels that his most important education came after college. In the last 25 years he has studied with over 70
teachers from all belief systems and religious understandings, providing him with a wide breadth of knowledge, compassion and
acceptance. Not only is Drunvalo's mind exceptional, but his heart, his warm personality, his love for all life everywhere, is immediately
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understood and felt by anyone who meets him. For some time now he has been bringing his vast vision to the world through the Flower of
Life program and the Mer-Ka-Ba meditation.
A firsthand account through the use of hypnosis and past life regression of life in Lemuria. The lives we have forgotten as Lemurians. We cocreated through instant manifestation with our minds. We are back now to bring these energies through to help our Mother Earth.
Moving into the Heart There is movement associated with entering the sacred space of the heart. Without this movement, your brain only
imagines that you are in the sacred space of the heart, but this is not true. In Journeys into the Heart, you will find exercises that show you
how to move your spirit there. If you have never done this before, it may seem a little strange, but you will get it. The master authorized to
guide you into your heart is the spirit behind the eyes reading these words now. That is you. Read and enjoy practicing and applying all the
methods we offer you. Decide the appropriate one for you. Then practice, practice, and practice again, and remember who you really are.
Last, read about our experiences entering the heart, about the prayer of the heart, and living in the heart. You might find them very helpful
on your own spiritual journey. Remember, you and I are alike. I am you and you are me. --Drunvalo Melchizedek and Daniel Mitel
Includes tools and techniques to permanently elevate and program your MerKaBa field, including how to create surrogate MerKaBas for
specific purposes Explains how to accurately connect with your Higher Self to live fearlessly and confidently and shares toning,
chanting, and heart-opening practices to acquire unconditional love energy and heal emotional wounds Looks at paranormal
experiences resulting from an activated MerKaBa, the power of Mother Earth ley lines, and the Christ Consciousness Grid Through
teaching MerKaBa and Advanced Flower of Life workshops to thousands of students around the world since 1995, Maureen J. St. Germain
has developed and channeled specific methods to enhance your meditation practice. In this step-by-step guide, she shares tools,
techniques, and knowledge to strengthen your heart connection, develop a relationship with your Higher Self, and elevate and program
your MerKaBa field to manifest success, health, happiness, and higher consciousness. She begins by explaining what the MerKaBa is: a fifthdimensional Light Body activated from the geometric energy field that exists around the body. She shows how activating it daily produces
its permanent existence. Sharing toning, chanting, and heart-opening practices, Maureen explains a precise protocol for fully and reliably
connecting with your Higher Self, which will allow you to go through life fearlessly and confidently. She explores how to write programs for
your MerKaBa and how to create surrogate MerKaBas for specific purposes. She also looks at paranormal experiences resulting from an
activated MerKaBa, the power of Earth ley lines, the Christ Consciousness Grid, and how to marry the ego to the Higher Self to create
Heaven on Earth. An updated resource for meditation practitioners and anyone who wishes to improve their connection with their
divinity, this new edition of Beyond the Flower of Life provides a path to open your heart, fearlessly embrace unconditional love, access the
Higher Self, and activate a multidimensional understanding of reality.
The Secret Life of Ted Kaczynski - His 25 Years in Montana
Beyond Fear
Coming Home to Lemuria
Beyond the Flower of Life
Forensic Psychology For Dummies
Journeys Into the Heart
Identifies common and uncommon minerals and rocks from around the world.
A Beginners Guide
Serpent of Light
Armageddon and Prophecies of the Return
The Emerald Tablets of Thoth-The-Atlantean
Secret Millionaires Club
How to Heal the Body and Mind with the Help of the Angels
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